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they use a level mapping, which maps atoms to natural numbers, and, theyverify appropriate decreases of this level mapping on the atoms occuring inthe clauses. On the other hand, transformational approaches make use of moregeneral well-founded orderings over terms, such as reduction orders, or morespeci�cally simpli�cation order, or others (see [11]). Although transformationalapproaches have been quite successful (see [16] for an overview), they have onedisadvantage: Due to the transformation, they provide little understanding ofthe termination proof in terms of the original program. This is not a problemif the goal is only to achieve (automatic) veri�cation. However, in a contextof understanding and reasoning about the termination behaviour of the logicprogram, the direct approach may be better suited.In this paper, we present an initial study on how to merge the two ap-proaches. We investigate the use of well-founded term-orderings as a means ofdirectly proving the termination of logic programs|without intermediate trans-formation. Our motivation for doing this is both:{ to improve our understanding of the relation between these approaches, and{ to evaluate to what extent the use of the general term orderings (instead oflevel mappings) either improves or deteriorates the direct approaches.To illustrate the latter point, consider the following program, that formulatessome of the rules for computing the repeated derivative of a linear function inone variable t (see also [13]) :d(der(t); 1):d(der(A); 0) number(A):d(der(X + Y ); DX +DY ) d(der(X); DX); d(der(Y ); DY ):d(der(X � Y ); X �DY + Y �DX) d(der(X); DX); d(der(Y ); DY ):d(der(der(X)); DDX) d(der(X); DX); d(der(DX); DDX):Proving termination of this program on the basis of a level-mapping is hard.For this example, the required level-mapping is a non-linear function. In partic-ular, a level mapping jd(X;Y )j = kXkjnumber(X)j = 0kder(X)k = 2kXkkX + Y k = max(kXk; kY k) + 1kX � Y k = max(kXk; kY k) + 1ktk = 2knk = 2; if n is a numberwould be needed. No automatic system for proving termination on the basis oflevel mappings is able to generate such mappings. Moreover, we believe, thatit would be very di�cult to extend existing systems to support generation ofappropriate non-linear mappings. 2



Although we have not yet presented our general-well-founded term orderingapproach, it should be intuitively clear, that we can capture the decrease inorder between the der(X) and DX by using an ordering on terms that gives thehighest \priority" to the functor der.As an example of the fact that moving to general ordering can also introducedeterioration, consider the following program from [7, 10].conf(X) delete2(X;Z); delete(U; Y; Z); conf(Y ):delete2(X;Y ) delete(U;X;Z); delete(V; Z; Y ):delete(X; [X jT ]; T ):delete(X; [H jT ]; [H jT1]) delete(X;T; T1):Note that by reasoning in terms of sizes of terms, we can infer that the sizedecreases by 2 after the call to delete2 predicate in the �rst clause and thenincreases by 1 in the subsequent call to the delete predicate. In total, sizes allowto conclude a decrease. Reasoning in terms of order relations only, however, doesnot allow to conclude the overall decrease from the inequalities arg3 < arg2 forthe delete predicate and arg1 > arg2 for the delete2 predicate.In the remainder of this paper, we will start o� from a variant of the notionof acceptability, as introduced by Apt and Pedreschi [3], obtained by replacinglevel mappings by term orderings. We show how this variant of acceptabilityremains equivalent to termination under the left-to-right selection rule, for cer-tain goals. Then, we illustrate how this result can be used to prove terminationwith some examples. Next, we discuss automation of the approach. We elabor-ate on a demand-driven method to set-up and verify su�cient preconditions fortermination. In this method, the aim is to derive|in, as much as possible, aconstructive way|a well-founded ordering over the set of all atoms and terms ofthe language underlying the program, that satis�es the termination condition.2 Preliminaries2.1 Term orderingAn order over a set S is an irreexive, asymmetric and transitive relation >de�ned on elements of S. As usual, s � t denotes that either s > t or s = t, andskt denotes that s and t are incomparable. A set S is said to be well foundedif there are no in�nite descending sequences s1 > s2 > : : : of elements of S. Ifthe set S is clear from the context we will say that the order, de�ned on it, iswell-founded.The study of termination of term-rewriting systems caused intensive study ofterm orderings. A number of useful properties of term orderings were established.De�nition 1. Let > be an ordering on terms.{ If s1 > s2 implies f(�t1; s1; �t2) > f(�t1; s2; �t2) and p(�t1; s1; �t2) > p(�t1; s2; �t2)for any sequences of terms �t1 and �t2, function symbol f and predicate p, then> is called monotone. 3



{ If for any term f(�t1; s; �t2) holds that f(�t1; s; �t2) > s, then > is said to havethe subterm property.The following are examples of order relations: > on the set of numbers,lexicographic order on the set of strings (this is a way the entries are ordered indictionaries), multiset ordering and recursive path ordering [11].De�nition 2. [11] For a partially orderd set (S;�) the multiset ordering onM(S), a set of all �nite multisets of elements of S, is de�ned as follows:M �M 0if, and only if, for some multisets X;Y 2M(S), where X is a non-empty subsetof M , M 0 = (M �X) [ Yand for all y 2 Y there is and x 2 X such thatx � yDe�nition 3. [11] Let � be a partial ordering on a set of operators F . Therecursive path ordering (rpo) on the set of terms over F is de�ned recursivelyas follows: s = f(s1; : : : ; sm) �rpo g(t1; : : : ; tn) = t if one of the following holds1. si �rpo t for some i = 1; : : : ;m2. f � g and s �rpo tj for all j = 1; : : : ; n3. f = g and fs1; : : : ; smg ��rpo ft1; : : : ; tng,where ��rpo is the extension of �rpo to the multisets and �rpo means �rpo orequivalent up to permutations of subterms.Note, that the set of terms over F , mentioned in the de�nition above, in thecontext of the term-rewriting systems are ground. We are going to solve thisproblem by restricting our attention only to well-moded programs and taking inaccount only the input positions.2.2 Logic ProgramsWe follow the standard notation for terms and atoms. TermP and AtomP de-note, respectively, sets of all terms and atoms that can be constructed from thelanguage underlying the program P . The extended Herbrand Universe UEP (theextended Herbrand base BEP ) is a quotient set of TermP (AtomP ) modulo thevariant relation.For a predicate p=n a mode is an atom p(m1; : : : ;mn), where mi 2 fi; ogfor 1 � i � n. Positions with i are called input positions, and positions with oare called output positions of p. We assume that a �xed mode is associated witheach predicate in a program. To simplify the notation, an atom written as p(s; t)means: s is the vector of terms �lling the input positions, and t is the vector ofterms �lling the output positions. 4



A query is a �nite sequence of atoms. Var(A) denotes a set of the variablesappearing in A. Superscripts are used to denote the restriction of the atom onlyto its input (output) positions, i.e., p(s; t)inp denotes p(s).We refer to an SLD-tree constructed using the left-to-right selection rule ofProlog, as an LD-tree. We will say that a goal G LD-terminates for a programP , if the LD-tree for (P;G) is �nite.De�nition 4. [1]1. A query p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is called well moded if for i 2 [1; n]Var(si) � i�1[j=1Var(tj)2. A clause p0(t0; sn+1) p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is called well moded if fori 2 [1; n+ 1] Var(si) � i�1[j=0Var(tj)3. A program is called well moded if every clause of it is.De�nition 5. [2]1. A query p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is called simply moded if t1; : : : ; tn is alinear family of variables and for i 2 [1; n]Var(si) \ ( n[j=iVar(tj)) = ;2. A clause p0(s0; t0)  p1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is called simply moded ifp1(s1; t1); : : : ; pn(sn; tn) is simply moded andVar(s0) \ ( n[j=1Var(tj)) = ;3. A program is called simply moded if every clause of it is.A number of concepts that will be useful for us have been introduced in [19].De�nition 6. Let G0; G1; G2; : : : ; �1; �2; : : : be a derivation with selected atomsA0; A1; A2; : : : and applied renamed clauses H i  Bi1; : : : ; Bini (i = 1; 2; : : :).We say that Ak is a direct descendant of Ai, if k > i and Ak is the atomBi+1j �i+1 : : : �k, (1 � j � ni+1.De�nition 7. Let G0; G1; G2; : : : ; �1; �2; : : : be a derivation with selected atomsA0; A1; A2; : : :. A subsequence of derivation steps, Gi(0); Gi(1); : : : ; �i(0)+1; : : :with selected atoms Ai(0); Ai(1); Ai(2); : : : is directed, if for each k (k > 1), Ai(k)is a direct descendant of Ai(k�1) in the given derivation.5



De�nition 8. A derivation G0; G1; G2; : : : ; �1; �2; : : : is directed if it is its owndirected subsequence.Verschaetse [19] proved also the following lemma:Lemma 1. Let P be a de�nite program and A an atom. If (P; A) has anin�nite derivation, then it has an in�nite directed derivation.3 A necessary and su�cient termination conditionIn this section we present a termination condition based on orders on terms. Our�rst de�nition is motivated by the following example:Example 1. p(f(X)) p(X)We can always de�ne >, such that p(f(X)) > p(X). However, this informationcan be used for proving termination only if we refer to the argument position ofp, as to an input position.Guided by this example we are going to de�ne an order on terms that willrefer only to their input positions. More precisely, we start by de�ning the equi-valence relation on the set of atoms and terms, that will \ignore" the outputpositions, and then de�ne an order on these equivalence classes.De�nition 9. Let P be a moded program, and A1; A2 2 BEP . We will say thatA1 � A2 if (A1)inp and (A2)inp are identical.We denote by T the set UEP [ BEP = �.De�nition 10. Let P be a well-moded program, > a well-founded order on Tand I a model for P . The program P is called term-acceptable w.r.t. > and Iif for all A  B1; : : : ; Bn in P and all substitutions �, such that (A�)inp andB1�; : : : ; Bi�1� are ground and I j= B1� ^ : : : Bi�1� holds: A� > Bi�.P is called term-acceptable if it is term-acceptable w.r.t. some well-foundedorder and some model. The following theorem states that term-acceptability of awell-moded program is su�cient for termination of well-moded goals w.r.t. thisprogram.Theorem 1. Let P be a well-moded program, that is term-acceptable w.r.t. awell-founded order > and a model I. Let G be a well-moded goal. Then G LD-terminates.Proof. We base our proof on the notion of directed sequence [19]. Let G be non-terminating, i.e., P [ fGg has an in�nite derivation. By Lemma 5.1.19 [19] ithas an in�nite directed derivation as well. Let G0; G1; : : : be this in�nite directedderivation. We denote Gi = Ai1; : : : Aini and Gi+1 = Ai+11 ; : : : Ai+1ni+1 . There is6



a clauseH  B1; : : : ; Bn, and substitutions � and � such that Ai1 = H�, for some1 � j � ni+1, Ai+11 = Bj��, I j= B1�� ^ : : : ; Bj�1�� and B1�� ^ : : : ; Bj�1��is ground. Note, that (H�)inp is ground due to the well-modedness. The term-acceptability condition implies that H�� > Bj��, that is Ai1� > Ai+11 . SinceP and G are well-founded (Ai1)inp is ground. Thus, Ai1 � Ai1� and from thede�nition of >, Ai1 > Ai+11 . Thus, selected atoms of the goals in the in�nitedirected derivation form an in�nite decreasing chain w.r.t. >, contradicting thewell-foundedness of the order.Note that if the requirement of well-modedness is relaxed the theorem doesnot hold anymore.Example 2. p(a) q(X)q(f(X)) q(X)We assume the modes p(i) and q(i) to be given. This program is not well-modedw.r.t. the given modes, but it is term-acceptable with respect to the followingorder > on termsp(a) > : : : > q(f(f(f(a)))) > q(f(f(a))) > q(f(a)) > q(a)and a model I = fp(a); q(a); q(f(a)); q(f(f(a))); : : :g. However, note that thewell-founded goal p(a) is non-terminating.Unfortunately, well-modedness is not su�cient to make the converse to hold.That is, there is a well-moded program P and a well-moded goal G, such thatG is LD-terminating w.r.t. P , but P is not term-acceptable.Example 3. Consider the following programp(f(X)) p(g(X))with the mode p(o). This program is well-moded, the well-moded goal p(X)terminates w.r.t. this program, but it is not term-acceptable, since p(f(X)) �p(g(X)).Intuitively, the problem in the example occured, since some information hasbeen passed via the output positions, i.e, P is not simply moded. Indeed, if P issimply moded the second direction of the equivalence holds as well.We start the proof with a number of useful lemmas.Lemma 2. Let P0; : : : ; Pm be directed sequence, such that Pi = Ai1; : : : ; Aini .Then, for any su�x S, exist a sequence of substitutions �1; : : : ; �m and a sequenceof su�ces R1; : : : ;Rm such that A01;S;  A11;R1�1;S�1; : : : ;  Amnm ;Rm�1 : : : �m;S�1 : : : �mis directed. 7



Lemma 3. Let P0; : : : ; Pm and Q0; : : : ; Qk be two directed sequences, such thatPm = A1; : : : ; As and Q0 = B1; : : : ; Bt and A1 = B1. Then, exists a directedsequence R0; : : : ; Rm+k, such that the selected atom of R0 is the selected atomof P0, and the selected atom of Rm+k is the selected atom of Qk.Proof. We de�ne R0; : : : ; Rm+k as following:Ri = �Pi if 0 � i � mTi�m if m � i � m+ kwhere Tj is the j-th element in the sequence, generated by Lemma 2 for thedirected sequence Q0; : : : ; Qk with S = A2; : : : ; As.The sequence R0; : : : ; Rm+k is well-de�ned: if i = m, on one hand we getthat Rm = Pm, and on the other hand, Rm = B1;S, that is Pm. For i 6= m onlyone of those de�nitions is applicable.The requirement of the lemma are clearly ful�lled.Corollary 1. Let P be a simply moded program and Q;Q0 - simply moded goals.Let P0; : : : ; Pm be a directed sequence obtained from one of the derivations forP [ fQg and and Q0; : : : ; Qk be a directed sequence obtained from one of thederivations for P [fQ0g. Let also Pm be  A1; : : : ; As, Q0 be  B1; : : : ; Bt andA1 � B1. Then, exists a directed sequence R0; : : : ; Rm+k, such that the selectedatom of R0 is the selected atom of P0, and the selected atom of Rm+k is theselected atom of Qk.Proof. Since Pm and Q0 are queries in some of the LD-derivations of the simplymoded queries and of the simply moded program, they are simply moded [2].Thus, the output positions, both of A1 and of B1, are occupied by distinctvariables. Since Ainp1 = Binp1 we can claim that A1 = B1, up to variablesrenaming. Thus, Lemma 3 becomes applicable (note that we never required inthe lemma that both directed sequences shall originate from the derivations ofthe same LD-tree), and we can obtain a new directed sequence as required.Theorem 2. Let P be a well-moded and simply moded program, LD-terminatingfor any well-moded and simply-moded goal. Then there exists a model I and awell-founded order >, such that P is term-acceptable w.r.t. I and >.Proof. We base the choice of > on the LD-trees. More precisely, we de�ne A > Bif there is a well-moded and simply moded goalG and there is a directed sequenceP0; : : : ; Pm in the LD-tree for P [ fGg, such that the selected atom of P0, A1,is equivalent to A and the selected atom of Pm, B1 is equivalent to B. Let I bea lest Herbrand model of P . We have to prove that:1. > is an order relationship, i.e., is irreexive, asymmetric and transitive;2. > is well-founded;3. P is term-acceptable w.r.t. > and I1. > is an order relationship, that is > is irreexive, asymmetric and transitive.8



(a) Irreexivity. If A > A holds, then exists a directed sequence P0; : : : ; Pk,such that the selected atom of P0 is A1, the selected atom of Pk is A2 andA1 � A and A2 � A. By repetitive application of Corollary 1 an in�nitebranch is build and the contradiction to the �niteness of the LD-tree isobtained.(b) Asymmetry. If A > B holds, then exists a directed sequence P0; : : : ; Pk,such that the selected atom of P0 is A1, the selected atom of Pk is B1and A1 � A and B1 � B. If B > A holds, then exists a directed sequenceQ0; : : : ; Qm, such that the selected atom of Q0 is B2, the selected atomof Qm is A2 and A2 � A and B2 � B. By repetitive application of Corol-lary 1 an in�nite branch is build and the contradiction to the �nitenessof the LD-tree is obtained.(c) Transitivity. If A > B holds, then exists a directed sequence P0; : : : ; Pk,such that the selected atom of P0 is A1, the selected atom of Pk is B1and A1 � A and B1 � B. If B > C holds, then exists a directed sequenceQ0; : : : ; Qm, such that the selected atom of Q0 is B2, the selected atomof Qm is C2 and B2 � B and C2 � C. By applying the Corollary 1 newdirected sequence is build, such that the selected atom of its �rst elementis A1 and the selected atom of its last element is C2. By de�nition of >holds that A > C.2. > is well-founded. Assume that there is an in�nitely decreasing chain A1 >A2 > : : :. This means that there is an in�nite directed sequence in the tree(concatenation of in�nitely many �nite ones), contradicting the �niteness ofthe tree.3. P is term-acceptable w.r.t.> and I . Let A B1; : : : ; Bn. Let � be a substitu-tion, such that (A�)inp; B1�; : : : ; Bi�1� are ground and I j= B1�^: : :^Bi�1�.The goal  A� is a well-moded goal, however, it is not necessary simplymoded. Thus, we de�ne a new goal A0 such that it will coincide with A� onits input positions, and its output positions will be occupied by a linear setof variables.More formally, let �1 be � restricted to Var(A)inp. Then (A�1)inp = (A�)inp,and thus, (A�1)inp is ground, while (A�1)out = Aout, and thus, (A�1)outis a linear sequence of variables. Summing up,  A�1 is well-moded andsimply moded goal. Thus, it terminates w.r.t. P and its derivations has beenconsidered while de�ning >.By de�nition of �1 exists some substitution �, such that � = �1�. Thus,B1�; : : : ; Bi�1� = (B1�1; : : : ; Bi�1�1)�. Since I is a least Herbrand model� is a correct answer substitution of B1�1; : : : ; Bi�1�1 and, since P and  B1�1; : : : ; Bi�1�1 are well-moded (the later as the LD-resolvent of the well-moded clause and the well-moded goal), � is a computed answer substitutionas well [1]. Thus, the next goal to be considered in the derivation is  Bi�1�; : : : ; Bn�1�. This is a directed descendant of A�1, thus, by de�nitionof >, A�1 > Bi�1�. By de�nition of �, Bi�1� = Bi�, and by the de�nitionof �1, A�1 � A�. Thus, A� > Bi�. 9



Example 4. The following example is common in proving termination and ap-peared, for example, in [1, 10].permute([]; []):permute(L; [EljT ]) delete(El; L; L1); permute(L1; T ):delete(X; [X jT ]; T ):delete(X; [H jT ]; [H jT1]) delete(X;T; T1):The following modes are assumed to be given:delete(o; i; o); permute(i; o)This program is well-moded w.r.t. these modes. Thus, in order to prove termin-ation of well-moded goals w.r.t. it, we have to �nd a well-founded order > on Tand a model I , such that the program will be term-acceptable w.r.t. > and I .For the sake of simplicity we write Ainp instead of A in the requirements for> on elements of BEP = �, i.e., omit the output positions. This brief notation isjusti�ed, since > respects �, and thus, cannot depend on the output positions.Let > be any ordering on T having the subterm and monotonicity propertiesand such that for all t2; s1 2 UEP : delete(t2) < permute(s1). LetI = fdelete(t1; t2; t3) 2 BP j t2 > t3g [ fpermute(t1; t2) j t1; t2 2 UP gFirst, we verify that I is a model. This can be done by checking that TP (I) �I , where TP is the immediate consequence operator. For permute=2 clauses, thisis trivially ful�lled. For the non-recursive clause of delete=3, it requires verifyingthat for all t1; t2 2 UP we have delete(t1; [t1jt2]; t2) 2 I . Thus, we need to checkthat [t1jt2] > t2, which holds due to the subterm property of >.To verify the recursive clause of delete=3, \if delete(t1; t2; t3) 2 I then alsodelete(t1; [tjt2]; [tjt3]) 2 I" has to be checked. This requires verifying that t2 > t3implies [tjt2] > [tjt3], which follows from the monotonicity of >.Next we verify the term-acceptability condition. For the recursive clause ofdelete=3, we need that delete([H jT ])� > delete(T )�, for each grounding �. Thisfollows from the subterm and monotonicity properties of >.For the recursive clause for permute=2, �rst note that the decrease w.r.t.the delete=3-body atom is ful�lled, because we imposed it on >. For the recurs-ive body atom, we need that, if I j= delete(El; L; L1)�, then permute(L)� >permute(L1)�. Due to the monotonicity of >, it is su�cient that L� > L1� isimplied by I j= delete(El; L; L1)�, which holds because of I .The following observation is readily generalised from the example above. As-sume that we have a clause p(t1; : : : ; tn)  B1; : : : ; Bi�1; q(s1; : : : ; sm); : : : ; Bk,such that p=n and q=m are not mutually dependent on each other (such as thedelete atom in the recursive clause for permute). Then, we can always imposethat pinp(u1; : : : ; un0) > qinp(v1; : : : ; vm0), for all u1; : : : ; un0 ; v1; : : : ; vm0 2 UP .Such constraints on > will be orthogonal to all other constraint we may impose10



on it. Therefore, in the remainder of the paper, we will only check the accept-ability decrease A� > Bi� for body atoms Bi with a predicate symbol that ismutually dependent on that of A.Note that, comparing with standard acceptability, this is not surprising. Instandard acceptability, the decrease for non-mutually dependent predicates isonly needed to ensure that a boundedness property is inherited from head tobody-atoms in the clauses. Since we are focusing on well-moded programs andqueries only, boundedness follows from groundedness of the input and is alwaysinherited by body atoms.4 Towards automation of the approachIn this section we present an approach to automatic veri�cation of the term-acceptability condition. The basic idea for the approach is inspired on the \con-straint based" termination analysis proposed in [10]. We start o� from the condi-tions imposed by term-acceptability, and systematically reduce these conditionsto more explicit constraints on the objects of our search: the order > and themodel I .This approach has been applied successfully to a number of examples that ap-pear in the literature on termination, such as di�erent versions of permute [5, 16,10], dis-con [7], transitive closure [16], add-mult [17], combine, reverse, odd-even,at least double and normalization [10], quicksort program [18, 1], derivative [13],distributive law [12], boolean ring [15], atten [4].In the remainder of the paper, we explain the approach using some of theseexamples.4.1 Permute revisitedThe analysis begins with the >-decreases imposed in the term-acceptability. Forthe permute example, these are:delete([H jT ])� > delete(T )� (1)I j= delete(El; L; L1)� implies permute(L)� > permute(L1)� (2)For each such condition, we have two options on how to enforce it:Option 1): The decrease required in the condition can be achieved by im-posing some property on >, which is consistent with the constraints that werealready imposed on > before.In the permute example, condition (1) is satis�ed by imposing the subtermproperty on >.In general we can select from a bunch of term-order properties, or even spe-ci�c term-orders, that were proposed in the literature. Orderings that may beconsidered are general orderings, having subterm and monotonicity properties;recursive path ordering with status [14]; lexicographic ordering; etc.Option 2): The required decrease is imposed as a constraint on the model I .11



In the permute example, the decrease permute(L)� > permute(L1)� cannotdirectly be achieved by imposing some constraint on >. Thus, we impose thatthe underlying decrease L� > L1� should hold for the intermediate body atoms(delete(El; L; L1)�) that are in the model I .Thus, in the example, the constraint is that I should be such that for alldelete(t1; t2; t3) 2 I : t2 > t3. One way to constructively verify that an I existssuch that the property t2 > t3 holds for its delete(t1; t2; t3) atoms is to simplyimpose that S = fdelete(t1; t2; t3) j t2 > t3g itself is a model for the deleteclauses in the program.So our new constraint on I is that it should include S. Practically we canenforce this by imposing that TP (S) � S should hold. As shown in the previoussection, this reduces to the constraints \[t1jt2] > t2" and \t2 > t3 implies [tjt2] >[tjt3]". These are again fed into our Option 1) step, imposing monotonicity andsubterm properties on >. At this point the proof is complete.4.2 Dealing with multiply intermediate body atomsThe permute example does not illustrate the approach in full generality. It mighthappen that more than one intermediate goal preceded the recursive atom in thebody clause. In this case we refer to the whole conjunction as to \one" subgoal.Formally, given a sequence of intermediate body atoms B1; : : : ; Bn a (general-ised) clause B1; : : : ; Bn  B1; : : : ; Bn is constructed and one step of unfoldingis performed on each atom in its body, producing a generalized program P 0.Example 5. The following is the version of the permute program that appearedin [16]. perm([]; []): ap1([]; L; L):perm(L; [H jT ]) ap1([H jL1]; L2; [H jL3]) ap2(V; [H jU ]; L); ap1(L1; L2; L3):ap1(V; U;W ); ap2([]; L; L):perm(W;T ): ap2([H jL1]; L2; [H jL3]) ap2(L1; L2; L3):Assume the modes perm(i; o); ap1(i; i; o); ap2(o; o; i)The term-acceptability imposes, among the others, the following >-decrease:I j= ap2(V; [H jU ]; L)� ^ ap1(V; U;W )� implies perm(L)� > perm(W )�. Notethat the underlying decrease L� > W� cannot be achieved by reasoning onap1=3 or ap2=3 alone. Therefore, we construct a following program P 0:ap2([]; [t1jt2]; [t1jt2]); ap1([]; t2; t2):ap2([t6jt1]; [t5jt2]; [t6jt3]); ap1([t6jt1]; t2; [t6jt4]) ap2(t1; [t5jt2]; t3); ap1(t1; t2; t4):Now, we need to very that S = fap2(a1; a2; a3); ap1(b1; b2; b3) j a3 > b3g satis�esTP 0(S) � S. Using the 2 clauses, this is reduced to \[t1jt2] > t2" and \t3 > t4implies [t6jt3] > [t6jt4]", imposing monotonicity and subterm properties on >.The proof is completed analogously to the previous example.12



4.3 Further examplesExample 6. The following example is the famous quicksort program [18, 1].quicksort([X jXs]; Y s) partition([X jXs]; Y; [X jLs]; Bs) partition(Xs;X;Littles; Bigs); X � Y; partition(Xs; Y; Ls;Bs):quicksort(Littles; Ls); partition([X jXs]; Y; Ls; [X jBs]) quicksort(Bigs;Bs); X > Y; partition(Xs; Y; Ls;Bs):append(Ls; [X jBs]; Y s): partition([]; Y; []; []):quicksort([]; []):append([X jXs]; Y s; [X jZs]) append([]; Xs;Xs):append(Xs; Y s; Zs):with the following moding information:quicksort(i; o); partition(i; i; o; o); append(i; i; o)As before, the analysis begins with constructing the >-decreases, imposed in theterm-acceptability. The following ones are obtained:append([X jXs]; Y s)� > append(Xs; Y s)� (3)I j= (X � Y )� (4)implies partition([X jXs]; Y )� > partition(Xs; Y )�I j= (X > Y )� (5)implies partition([X jXs]; Y )� > partition(Xs; Y )�I j= partition(Xs;X;Littles; Bigs)� (6)implies quicksort([X jXs])� > quicksort(Littles)�I j= partition(Xs;X;Littles; Bigs)� ^ quicksort(Littles; Ls)� (7)implies quicksort([X jXs])� > quicksort(Bigs)�Conditions (3-5) can be satis�ed if monotonicity and subterm properties on >are imposed. The decrease quicksort([X jXs])� > quicksort(Littles)� in condi-tion (6) cannot be directly achieved by imposing some constraint on >. Thus,we impose that the underlying decrease [X jXs]� > Littles� should hold forthe intermediate body atoms (partition(Xs;X;Littles; Bigs)�) that are in themodel I . In other words, the constraint is that I should be such that for allpartition(t1; t2; t3; t4) 2 I : [t2jt1] > t3. We de�ne S = fpartition(t1; t2; t3; t4) j[t2jt1] > t3g and, as above, impose a new constraint that I should include S,that is TP (S) � S should hold. The later inclusion reduces to three constraints:[t2] > [] (8)[t2jt1] > t3 implies [t2; tjt1] > [tjt3] (9)[t2jt1] > t3 implies [t2; tjt1] > t3 (10)Conditions (8) and (10) are fed up into Option 1) step, imposing monotonicityand subterm properties on >. However, the ful�lment of the condition (9) does13



not necessary follow from these properties of >. There are two ways to cope withthis kind of problem. Either to restrict an order, i.e., to chose a more speci�corder that allows to prove the desired decrease, or to narrow down the set S,i.e., to �nd an additional constraint Q, such that S0 = fpartition(t1; t2; t3; t4) j[t2jt1] > t3 & Q(t1; t2; t3; t4)g and TP (S0) � S0 can be easily proved.Restricting to a speci�c order. One may choose, for example, an order that isbased on the term-size norm for the elements of UP and further is extended bylevel-mappings, measuring egalitarianly input positions, and only them. One canverify, that this order has subterm and monotonicity properties. More precise,for t1; t2 2 UP we de�ne that t1 > t2 if kt1k > kt2k, where k � k is the term-sizenorm. For this particular >, if [t2jt1] > t3, i.e., 1 + kt2k + kt1k > kt3k, then1 + kt2k + (1 + ktk + kt1k) > 1 + ktk + kt3k, that is k[t2; tjt1]k > k[tjt3]k, andby de�nition of >, [t2; tjt1] > [tjt3]. This shows that our way of reasoning is aconservative extension of the traditional reasoning based on the acceptabilitycondition and using only monotonicity and equality norm-based interargumentrelationships. Note, however, that from a term-rewriting perspective an orderingbased on term-size is not in the usual collection of applied term-orders. Thismotivates the alternative approach below.Narrowing down the set. The �rst step is to determine the additional con-straintQ, that should hold for partition=3. In our case observe, that the followingshould hold:[t2jt1] > t3 & Q(t1; t2; t3; t4) implies [t2; tjt1] > [tjt3] & Q([tjt1]; t2; [tjt3]; t4)That is [t2jt1] > t3 & Q(t1; t2; t3; t4) implies [t2; tjt1] > [tjt3], or [t2jt1] >t3 & :([t2; tjt1] > [tjt3]) implies :Q(t1; t2; t3; t4). Now we replace a negation:(a > b) by a disjunction (a � b) _ (akb) (recall that k denotes incomparable)and separate the cases.1. [t2jt1] > t3 & [tjt3] � [t2; tjt1] implies :Q(t1; t2; t3; t4). Then, [t2; tjt1] >[tjt1] by the subterm property and thus, [tjt3] > [tjt1]. Monotonicity impliesthat either t3 > t1 or t3kt1.2. [t2jt1] > t3 & [t2; tjt1]k[tjt3] implies :Q(t1; t2; t3; t4). Then, [t2; tjt1] >[tjt1] by the subterm property. If [tjt1] � [tjt3], one gets a contradiction with[t2; tjt1]k[tjt3]. Thus, either [tjt3] > [tjt1] or [tjt3]k[tjt1]. Both cases stem toeither t3 > t1 or t3kt1.Thus, :Q(t1; t2; t3; t4) is a conjunction, and one of its conjuncts is ((t3 > t1) _(t3kt1)). Thus, Q(t1; t2; t3; t4) is a disjunction and one of its disjuncts is ((t1 >t3) _ (t1 = t3)). Thus, de�ne S0 = fpartition(t1; t2; t3; t4) j [t2jt1] > t3 & t1 �t3g.The second step is to prove that TP (S0) � S0. The proof can be done by thetechnique presented above. To complete the proof, observe that the condition(7) can be analysed in the way similar to the example from [16].Example 7. Our last example is the motivating example from the Introduction,i.e., computing the derivative of a linear function in one variable t:d(der(t); 1): 14



d(der(A); 0) number(A):d(der(X + Y ); DX +DY ) d(der(X); DX); d(der(Y ); DY ):d(der(X � Y ); X �DY + Y �DX) d(der(X); DX); d(der(Y ); DY ):d(der(der(X)); DDX) d(der(X); DX); d(der(DX); DDX):We assume that the moding information d(i; o) is given. We start by constructingthe >-decreases that follow from the term-acceptability.d(der(X + Y ))� > d(der(X))� (11)I j= d(der(X); DX)� implies d(der(X + Y ))� > d(der(Y ))� (12)d(der(X � Y ))� > d(der(X))� (13)I j= d(der(X); DX)� implies d(der(X � Y ))� > d(der(Y ))� (14)d(der(der(X)))� > d(der(X))� (15)I j= d(der(X); DX)� implies d(der(der(X))� > d(der(DX))� (16)Conditions (11)-(15) impose monotonicity and subset properties to hold on>. In order to satisfy condition (16), it is su�cient to prove that in I , the �rstargument of d is greater than the second one, that is that if S = fd(t1; t2) j t1 >t2g then TP (S) � S and S � I . This may be reduced to the following conditions:der(t) > 1 (17)I j= number(t1) implies der(t1) > 0 (18)der(t1) > t2 & der(t3) > t4 implies der(t1 + t3) > t2 + t4 (19)der(t1) > t2 & der(t3) > t4 implies der(t1 � t3) > t1 � t4 + t2 � t3 (20)der(t1) > t2 & der(t2) > t3 implies der(der(t1)) > t3 (21)Condition (21) follows from monotonicity and transitivity of >. However, (18)-(20) are not satis�ed by general properties of > and we choose, to specify theorder. The order that meets these conditions is the recursive path ordering [11]with der having the highest priority.5 Discussion and conclusionsWe have presented a non-transformational approach to termination analysis oflogic programs, based on general term-orderings. The approach gets it powerfrom integrating the traditional notion of acceptability [3] with the wide classof term-orderings that have been studied in the context of the term-rewritingsystems. In theory, such an integration is unnecessary: acceptability (based onlevel mappings only) is already equivalent to LD-termination. In practice, therequired level mappings may sometimes be very complex, and automatic systemsfor proving termination are unable to generate them. In such cases, generatingan appropriate term-ordering, replacing the level mapping, may often be mucheasier, especially since we can reuse the impressive machinery on term-ordersdeveloped for term-rewrite systems. 15



Unlike transformational approaches, that establish the termination resultsfor logic programs by the reasoning on termination of term-rewriting systems,we apply the term-orderings directly to the logic programs, thus, avoiding trans-formations. This could both be regarded as an advantage and as a drawback ofour approach. It may be considered as a drawback, because reasoning on success-ful instances of intermediate body-atoms introduces an additional complicationin our approach, for which there is no counterpart in transformational methods(except for in the transformation step itself). On the other hand, we considerit as an advantage, because it is precisely this reasoning on intermediate bodyatoms that gives more insight in the property of logic program termination (asopposed to term-rewrite system termination).So, in a sense our approach provides the best of both worlds: a means toincorporate into `direct' approaches the generality of general term-orderings.However, in its current version, the proposed technique is not a fully con-servative extension of standard acceptability. For the moment, our approach islimited to well-moded programs and goals only. In particular, termination proofsare only obtained for goals with ground input. In standard acceptability, the ter-mination proof is valid for all goals that are bounded under the considered levelmapping.Recall, that the goal is bounded [6] if the level mapping is bounded on the setof all ground instances of the goal. This notion ensures that the level mappingof a (non-ground) goal can only increase up to some �nite bound when the goalbecomes more instantiated. Observe that every ground goal is trivially bounded.In ongoing work, we are extending our technique to non-ground input. Amain complication is that generalising the notion of boundedness to generalterm-orderings is not straightforward. One particular possible generalisation ofboundedness to term-orderings, which is useful for maintaining most of our res-ults, is:An atom A is bounded with respect to an ordering <, if there exists an atomC such that for all ground instances A� of A: A� < C, and fB 2 BEP j B < Cgis �nite.Such a de�nition imposes constraints which are very similar to the onesimposed by standard boundedness in the context of level mappings. However,one thing we loose is that it is no longer generalisation of of groundness. Consideran atom p(a) and assume that our language contains a functor f=1 and a constantb. Then one particular well-founded ordering isp(a) > : : : > p(f(f(b))) > p(f(b)) > p(b):So, p(a) is not bounded with respect to this ordering.Of course, this is not really a problem. Our formulation of the approachfor non-ground (input) goals and general (not well-moded) programs does notnecessary have to capture ground goals. To illustrate this, consider again theExample 2. p(a) q(X)q(f(X)) q(X)16



Consider also the well-founded orderingp(a) > : : : > q(f(f(X))) > q(f(X)) > q(X)Note that there is a strict decrease in the term-ordering, from head to body,for both clauses. Also, note that the goal p(a) is not LD-terminating. So, if wewould have insisted on a de�nition of boundedness with respect to > whichgeneralises groundness (so that p(a) would be bounded in this example), thenany reasonable extension of term-acceptability would not imply LD-terminationfor all bounded goals (in particular: p(a) in the example).Our next priority for future work is a full implementation of the approach.Although we already tested very many examples manually, an implementationwill allow us to conduct a much more extensive experimentation, comparingthe technique also in term of e�ciency with other systems. Since we apply ademand-driven approach, systematically reducing required conditions to moresimple constraints on the ordering and the model, we expect that the methodcan lead to very e�cient veri�cation.Another line of future work is to develop an extension to term-orderingsfor the notion of \acceptability with respect to a set of atoms" of [8, 9]. Weexpect that this extension may be much easier in the non-ground case, because\acceptability with respect to a set" does not require any notion of boundedness.6 AcknowledgementWe thank So�e Verbaeten and Maurice Bruynooghe for comments on this work.Alexander Serebrenik is supported by GOA: \LP+: a second generation logicprogramming language". Danny De Schreye is a senior research associate ofFWO Flanders, Belgium.References1. K. R. Apt. From Logic Programming to Prolog. Prentice-Hall International Seriesin Computer Science. Prentice Hall, 1997.2. K. R. Apt and S. Etalle. On the uni�cation free Prolog programs. In A. M.Borzyszkowski and S. Sokolowski, editors, 18th International Symposium on Math-ematical Foundations of Computer Science, pages 1{19. Springer Verlag, 1993.Lecture Notes in Computer Science, volume 711.3. K. R. Apt and D. Pedreschi. Studies in Pure Prolog: Termination. In J. W.Lloyd, editor, Proceedings Esprit Symposium on Computational Logic, pages 150{176. Springer Verlag, 1990.4. T. Arts. Automatically proving termination and innermost normalisation of termrewriting systems. PhD thesis, Faculteit Wiskunde & Informatica, UniversiteitUtrecht, 1997.5. T. Arts and H. Zantema. Termination of logic programs using semantic uni�c-ation. In M. Proietti, editor, Logic Programming Synthesis and Transformation,5th International Workshop. LOPSTR'95, pages 219{233. Springer Verlag, 1995.Lecture Notes in Computer Science, volume 1048.17
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